
HOW TO WRITE A 12-15 PAGE PAPER

Well my friend, I guess you got the answer from the link that you posted above. I would suggest that you take a day off
to yourself, turn off the.

Among the first tasks are to break the story into sections, write a topic sentence for each planned paragraph,
and come up with a working hyopthesis. These could be influential people, historical background, an
important event, geographical information, or anything relevant to your subject. Sentence 2: Analysis- quickly
analyze why you think sentence one is true. You keep having to go to the bathroom at least once every hour
because of the amount of tea you've been consuming. And intrude her privacy. Your legs are starting to feel a
little bit cramped. Here is a model breakdown, showing the structure of a hypothetical paragraph essay, which
would normally work out to about pages. If you find a cheap Kindle book on your topic, you might want to
buy it. But first you check your email. Three is an especially strong number. At you decide to take a bath to
relax yourself. You continue to summarize the articles. Now you can start editing and revising. That is, if you
don't go to bed and don't goof around between now and tomorrow morning. Read through your paper silently
first, fixing any mistakes you notice. At p. Shall we head for bed? When you find a sequence that makes sense,
you can cut and paste the pages together into one big file. The more research you can provide, without
drowning your TA or professor in useless facts, the better. Write a two-page overview of your topic using the
book as a source. Those three papers were the last batch before I embark on my M. Conclusion The conclusion
of your paragraph needs to restate all your previous ideas. Despite all the Wikipedia trash talk you've heard
from teachers, Wikipedia is the best place to get an outline going. Sentence 4: More analysis. Make sure you
cite your source correctly. But you carry on bravely with your work. That would not be good. Let's brainstorm,
shall we? Run briskly and breathe deeply. All will change in the course of actually writing. Start writing, then.
You can write this paper, and you will. Nothing too interesting, so you go back to your essay. Tune in from
time to time during the next 12 months, and we'll see what we can say about that aspect of my life. The
paragraph ends with the thesis statement: a one-sentence summary of the argument of the essay. This is a
soothing picture of the Tetons, to remind you that this essay does not define your life.


